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BOARD GAME PILOTING - Children’s Museum - 16-10-19

The first piloting of the Belgian board game took place at the Children’s Museum on the 16th
of october 2019. We devided the group into 3 teams: 2 teams of 3 children and 1 team of 3
adults. The adults were to pick only the difficult questions.

Each team was represented by a small statue of Mannenkenpis.
The dice had the 5 colors of the 5 topics, the 6th side was the «mini-games side».
The first team rolled the dice, moved their Mannenkenpis on the right «topic island» and
answered a question read by one of the adults. If their answer was right, they scored 1 point.
We decided that the winner was going to be the first team to reach 10 points.

The questions were answered globaly quite easily, mostly thanks to the multiple choice that
everybody enjoyed a lot. The kids also enjoyed having to discuss before giving their final
answer. The mini-games were more confusing as to what they win if they get it right. Also,
they felt a little out of subject as the whole game evolves around knowing a little more about
Belgium, yet it was nice to move around the table before refocusing on the board game.

After testing the game, we had three questions about the rules of the game:
- can the team who answers a question correctly play again ?
- what happens when a team gets a mini-game right ?
- when does a team win the game ?

